Making Changes to a Deployed Application
Using CommCare's application builder it is very easy to make changes and updates to an application after it is deployed. However, before making certain
types of changes you should be aware that there can be unexpected and potentially confusing implications both for the application design, as well as for
subsequent data analysis. This page is mean to highlight some of those potential issues.
In general we recommend against changing Question IDs, Choice Values, or Case Properties unless there is a compelling reason. If the
motivation is that you want to be able to view the column header in a specific way we recommend just changing the name of the column in the
Form Export configuration.
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Changing Question IDs
One common change which may seem very minor is to change a Question ID.
For example, imagine you have a Question ID called village_nme and you want to change it to be village_name

App Structure
When you change a Question ID, the form builder will recognize the change and will update any references to the Question ID (for example, in display or
validation conditions).
However, if you change a Question ID that either loads a value from a case or saves to a case property you will need to update/fix the Case Management
screen. The app builder will provide an error message. In the example above, the error message will say that the Case Management refers to a question
called village_nme which could not be found. You can fix it by simply choosing village_name from the dropdown.

Data
When you change a question ID, CommCare will treat the two question IDs as two separate questions; that is, CommCare will not treat this as an update,
rather, it will treat it as though the village_nme question was deleted and the village_name question was added. The consequence is that when you
download the data you will have two columns: village_nme, which will have values for all old form submissions, and village_name, which will have values
for all new form submissions. In the export configuration, the old question ID, village_nme will appear as a 'Deleted Question'.

Alternatives
If you are concerned that you won't be able to figure out what a question refers to (for example, you forgot to rename the question ID so it is question45)
you can always use the Export Form Contents to figure out what the Label text is, and then use that in the form export configuration.

Changing Choice Values
Updates to choice values have similar caveats to Question IDs but a few additional warnings.
Example:
What is your favorite color (favorite_color)? blue, rd, yellow
You decide to change rd to red

App Structure
While if you change a Question ID CommCare will alert you or automatically fix any references, this will not happen for choice values. You will need to
manually go through and make sure that all display conditions, validation conditions, and calculations are updated with the new choice value.
In this example if there was a follow-up question which only displayed if favorite_color = rd, after changing rd to red the follow-up question would NOT
show up correctly until the display condition was also fixed.

Data

When viewing exports with split multiple choice questions, each change will be treated as a new option in exports, so you will see a mixture of the old and
new value names. If you split your multiple choice questions (Splitting multi-select data in form exports) you will have an additional column for each new
value name. In this example, after changing rd to red you would have four columns: blue, rd, red, and yellow.

Changing Case Type & Case Property names
Changing case properties can have particularly complex consequences.
Do NOT change the case type after data collection has started
The Case Type is a case-sensitive term used to indicate the type of a set of cases. For example, an maternal and child health app might have
two case types: mother and child.
If you change a case type (ex. mother -> Mother) all old cases will be of case type mother, and all new case types will be case type Mother. You
will have to use a tool like the Importing Cases Using Excel tool in order to fix this issue and merge the cases together.
Example: You have a case property called diagnosis, but want it to have a more specific name so you want to change it to hiv_diagnosis
CommCare will treat these as separate case properties.

App Structure
When you change a case property name there are number of ways that the app configuration can silently fail. For example, imagine that diagnosis is
updated in a registration form. You make the change in the case configuration page. This will not update the spelling of the case property anywhere else,
and you will need to manually update it anywhere you refer to it, including:
Case List/Details
Form/Module Filters
In addition the change will happen retroactively. That is if you make the change then all of the old cases pre-update will have the case property with the old
name. This can be fixed by using the Importing Cases Using Excel tool.
You can also use the Case Summary (in the App Builder) to make sure that your case property is loading/saving correctly.

Data
Again if you make a change without updating old cases you will have two sets of case properties - in this case diagnosis for the old cases and
hiv_diagnosis in the new cases.

Alternatives
If a case property is spelled wrong we strongly recommend you just give it another name when doing the export.

Saved and Incomplete Forms
While not an issue with the app design, it is important to understand that if your users update to a new application version they may not be able to access
saved or incomplete forms that were created with the older app version. This is particularly an issue if the form structure has changed significantly.
In order to prevent any issues, users should be encouraged to submit any incomplete forms before updating, and should be aware that it is possible that it
will no longer be possible to view old saved forms.

